Optimizations of BLIS Library for AMD ZEN
Core
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Introduction

BLIS [1] is a portable software framework for instantiating high-performance
BLAS-like dense linear algebra libraries [2]. The framework was designed to
isolate essential kernels of computation that, when optimized, immediately
provide needed acceleration for commonly used BLAS routines. Major routines which are optimized in BLIS are level-1 and level-2 routines. In level-3
we only optimize GEMM (General Matrix-Matrix Multiply) & triangular
solve matrix (trsm). In this paper, we present optimizations of few level-1,
level-2 & level-3 routines. The data types currently supported are float and
double. The optimization employ AVX-256 bit x86-64 SIMD intrinsics. All
the algorithms are block-based and at the lowest block level, assembly coded
micro-kernels are employed. Block-based technique exploits cache-based architecture systems while AVX instruction set exploits SIMD capability of the
hardware.
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BLIS Micro-kernel Optimization

This section discusses the optimization of the BLIS routines and the subsequent performance gains observed. The benchmark application is BLIS’s
test-suite with error checking disabled and all matrices are stored in columnmajor format. All performances are measured on AMD’s new “ZEN”core
processor. The source code is compiled using the gcc 6.3 version. BLIS routines only operate on floating point data type and hence it is important to
exploit the exploit the floating-point unit of the hardware.
The floating-point unit(FPU) refer Figure 1 of “ZEN”core [3] supports
256-bit packed integer, single and double precision vector floating-point data
types. There are 4 execution pipes refer Figure 2 which can execute an
operation every cycle. The FPU receives 2 loads from the load/store unit
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Figure 1: Floating-Point Unit Block Diagram
every cycle that are up to 128 bits each. Pipes 0 and 1 support operations
that require three operands like fused-multiply add (FMA). So optimal code
should operate on 128 bit (XMM register) or 256-bit (YMM registers) with
every operation using the SIMD instructions which has high throughput.

2.1

TRSM

Consider the problem of computing a solution X ∈ <n×q to LX = B where
L ∈ <n×n is lower triangular and B ∈ <n×q . This problem is called multiple right hand side forward substitution problem. In a more general case
its called triangular solve matrix (trsm) [4]. This problem can be solved by
block-based algorithms that are rich in matrix-matrix multiplication assuming that q and n are large enough. To develop a block forward substitution
algorithm, consider a system of equations, LX = B, where L is lower trian-
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Figure 2: Floating-Point Execution Resources
gular matrix.
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Once we solve the system L11 X1 = B1 for X1 , we then remove X1 from block
equation 1 through N:
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Continuing in this way we obtain the following block axpy forward elimination algorithm:
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Algorithm 1 Block axpy Forward Elimination
for j ← 1 : N do
Solve Ljj Xj = Bj
for i ← j + 1 : N do
B(i) ← B(i) − Lij Xj
end for
end for
Notice that the i-loop corresponds to a single block axpy update of the form
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For a given architecture this is handled as rank-k update (GEMM) for sufficiently large Xj .
2.1.1

TRSM Optimization

The equation L11 X1 = B1 is a trsm sub-problem. The equation can be recursively solved by breaking the sub problem into smaller sub-blocks and
solving for each sub-block. In BLIS the smallest sub-block is decided based
on architecture and the data type of the matrix elements. For “ZEN”core
the block sizes are 6 × 16 (single precision) and 6 × 8 (double precision). At
the smallest sub-block, unblocked variant of trsm is implemented as microkernels in X86 64 AVX2 assembly.
The kernels can be found in the file bli strsm l int 6x16.c and the function names are bli strsm l int 6x16 for single precision and bli dtrsm l int 6x8
for double precision. To exploit cache spatial locality, there are packed routines provided by the BLIS framework to pack the data from the original
matrix buffers into continuous memory blocks. These kernels directly operate on these continuous chunk of blocks. The important function arguments
of these micro kernels are:
• float/double* a11
• float/double* b11
• float/double* c11
• int rsc ( row-stride of c11 )
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• int csc ( column-stride of c11)
Here a11 is a packed block derived from L11 . During the packing process the
diagonal elements αii of L11 are stored as 1/αii in a11 to avoid costly division
operation. The matrix b11 is temporary packed block derived from B1 and
c11 is actually the solution to this trsm problem and it points to the block
location of the original buffer B1. Hence elements of c11 are accessed through
the strides rs c and cs c. Lets say the elements of matrices are represented
as:
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Let a(i) represent ith row of a11, b(i) represent ith row of b11 and c(i) represent ith row of c11. Each 256-bit register can store upto 8 floats or 4
doubles. To process each row, two 256-bit YMM registers are used because
Algorithm 2 TRSM Microkernel
1: b(0) ← b(0) ∗ α00
2: c(0) ← b(0)
3: for i ← 1: 5 do

Pi−1
4:
b(i) ← bi − k=1 αik b(k) ∗ αi,i
5:
c(i) ← b(i)
6: end for
each register can load upto 8 floats or 4 doubles. Each α0 s broadcast into
YMM registers. The full algorithm is mentioned in algorithm 2. The for
loop in algorithm 2 is unrolled. The multiplication and addition operation
mentioned in algorithm 2 is carried out by AVX2 instructions. The division
operation by αi,i is replaced by multiplication in line 4 of algorithm 2, since
αi,i is stored as 1/αi,i in a11 during packing, this is done to avoid costly
division operation.
TRSM is further optimized by combining GEMM (rank-k update)(refer
algorithm 3) and trsm microkernel algorithm 2 into a single kernel, we call
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Figure 3: Single Precision Performance comparison of GEMMTRSM: Reference vs Optimized
this kernel as gemmtrsm. The advantage of doing this is we avoid memory
read and write operations by storing the temporary result of blockaxpy in
registers. The optimized microkernel is around 18.4% faster.

2.2

gemv

This operation performs:
y =β∗y+α∗A∗x

(4)

Where A is m ∗ n matrix, y and x are vectors. In BLIS gemv is implemented
using fused microkernels. For column major storage, gemv uses axpyf and
for row major storage it uses dotxf operations.
axpyf performs and fuses some implementation-dependent number of axpyv operations, accumulating to the same output vector. It can also be
expressed as a gemv operation where matrix A is m ∗ bf use , where bf use is the
number of fused operations (fusing factor).
dotxf performs and fuses some implementation-dependent number of dotproduct (dotxv ) operations, reusing the y vector for each dotxv. For columnmajor storage, gemv is implemented using axpyf. For row-major storage, it
is implemented using dotxf.
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Algorithm 3 GEMV Column Storage
A : matrix of size m ∗ n
x, y : vectors of length n
bf use ← f usingf actor
nelem ← m, niter ← n
cs a : column stride of A
y ← β ∗ y // scalv operation
for i ← 0 ; i < niter ; i+ = f do
f ← min(bf use , (niter − i))
A1 ← A + i ∗ cs a
x1 ← x + i
call axpyf (nelem , f, α, A1, 1, cs a, x1, y1)
end for
The performance graph of gemv for column storage is shown in the graph
6. For gemv optimization refer to algorithm 3 and for axpyf optimization
refer to algorithm 4. The optimization for dotxf is similar to axpyf. For
performance graphs refer to figures 4, 5 and 6. The optimized gemv is around
82.7% faster.

2.3

dotv

The dotv operation is defined as
ρ=

n−1
X

x[k] ∗ y[k]

(5)

k=0

Here, x & y are vectors of length n. The dotv operation can be easily
vectorized using AVX intrinsic. The performance of optimized dotv is shown
in the graph 7. The dotv operation is unlikely to be auto-vectorized by the
compiler, hence the optimized dotv leads to huge performance gains as shown
in figure 7, an average improvement of 196% compared to reference C − code
implementation.

2.4

amaxv

The amaxv operation is defined as
(α, i) = max (|x[j]|)
1≤j≤n

(6)

Here α is element of vector x which contains the maximum absolute value
and i its index in the vector. It involves two operations, computing absolute
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Algorithm 4 axpyf
axpyf (n, f, α, A1, 1, csa, x1, y1)
A1 : Matrix with leading dimension csa
x1, y1 : vectors of length n
f ← f usingf actor
αv[f ] ← load f elements of x1
αv[0 : f − 1] ∗= α
xv[f ] ← an array of 256 − bit YMM registers
av[f ] ← an array of YMM registers to load A1 elements
yv ←256-bit YMM register to load y1
xv[0 : f − 1] ← broadcast αv[0 : f − 1]
sw ← SIMD Width, 8 (Single Precision), 4 (double precision)
for i ← 0 ; (i + sw − 1) < n; i += sw do
yv ← load y1
for j ← 0; j < f ; j++ do
av[j] ← load YMM from (A1 + i + j ∗ csa)
end for
for j ← 0; j < f ; j++ do
yv ← yv + av[j] ∗ xv[j] // y += α∗ x
end for
y1 ← yv // Store the output
y1 ← y1 += sw
end for
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Figure 4: Single Precision Performance comparison of axpyf: Reference vs
Optimized

Figure 5: Single Precision Performance comparison of dotxf: Reference vs
Optimized
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Figure 6: Single Precision Performance comparison of gemv: Reference vs
Optimized

Figure 7: Single Precision Performance comparison of dotv: Reference vs
Optimized
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Algorithm 5 amaxv Microkernel
1: x ← input vector of length n
2: xv ← 256-bit YMM register to store elements of x
3: signV ← mm256 set1 ps(−0.f ) // to reset the sign-bit
4: idxV ← mm256 set1 ps(7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0) // stores the indexes of elements in a vector
5: incV ← mm256 set1 ps(8) // offset to process next set of SIMD Width
elements
6: maxV ← mm256 set1 ps(−1) // Stores maximum absolute value of
elements
7: maxIdxV ← mm256 setzero ps() // stores indexes of corresponding
elements in maxV
8: for i ← 0 ; (i + 7) < n; i+ = 8 do
9:
xv ← load from x
10:
xv ← mm256 andnot ps(signV, xv) // computes absolute value of
elements in xv
11:
maskV ← mm256 cmp ps(xv, maxV, CM P GT OS);
12:
maxV ← mm256 blendv ps(maxV, xv, maskV ) // element-wise max
elements are stored in maxV
13:
maxIdxV ← mm256 blendv ps(maxIdxV, idxV, maskV )
14:
x ← (x + 8)
15:
idxV ← (idxV + incV )
16: end for
17: Find maximum element from the packed YMM register maxV and corresponding max index from maxIdxV s
18: Repeat the same process for remaining elements
value of all elements and finding the maximum among them. The reference implementation to compute the absolute value of the element involves a
branching operation, which multiplies the value of −1 with the input element
when it is negative. This approach has several disadvantages like branch miss
prediction overhead, multiplication of −1 with the negative floating number
will utilize the floating point engine, hence more latency and the compiler
cannot vectorize this operation due to branching. The performance of the
optimized kernel is shown in figure 8. The optimized kernel is around 4.9X
faster. Refer to algorithm 5 for optimization details of the amaxv kernel for
single precision.
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Figure 8: Single Precision Performance comparison of amaxv: Reference vs
Optimized
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